DTIC® Registration
SEARCH! COLLABORATE! SUBMIT!

REGISTER
BY SELECTING A DTIC TOOL ON DTIC’s PUBLIC SITE.
http://www.dtic.mil
OR GO DIRECTLY TO THE REGISTRATION ACCESS PAGE
https://www.dtic.mil

DTIC Registration = More Results
= More Search Options
= And Collaboration!

Never registered and don’t have a CAC? Click here and enter form information.

Already have a CAC? Click here and enter PIN.
Are you registered with a User ID and Password? Click here and enter at prompt.
DTIC SEARCH  DoDTECHSPACE

Federal Employees

Office of Personnel Management (OPM) Database Validation (automated)

DoD/Federal Contractors

Emails from COR/COTR/PM

Contact DTIC First! Restrictions Apply

HELPFUL INFORMATION

Contract Expiration — Change information and/or extend with new contract information
https://reg.dtic.mil/DTICRegistration/ValidatedRegistration

* Export Controlled Information — Company/Location certificate required (MCTDA#)
http://www.dtic.mil/whs/directives/forms/eforms/dd2345.pdf (can be added later)

Limited Information — Upgrade to SIPR for Full Access
https://reg.dtic.mil/DTICRegistration/ValidatedRegistration

WANT TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THESE RESOURCES IN DETAIL? Attend a DTIC Boot Camp or an On-line webinar.
http://www.dtic.mil/dtic/services/training_and_schedules.html

If you have questions or need assistance, email DTICAccess@dtic.mil or telephone DTIC’s Customer Access Team.
1.800.225.3842 (Menu Selection 2) or 703.767.8273 or DSN 427.8273.